A New Deal for Cancer: Lessons from a 50 Year War
A Virtual Book Launch
December 7th, 12:00 - 1:00 pm ET

The Solomon Center at Yale Law School and the Yale Cancer Center invite you to join a discussion on the new groundbreaking book co-edited by Abbe R. Gluck ’00, Alfred M. Rankin Professor of Law and Faculty Director of the Solomon Center for Health Law and Policy, and Dr. Charles Fuchs, former Director of the Yale Cancer Center and Physician-in-Chief of Smilow Cancer Hospital. A New Deal for Cancer: Lessons from a 50 Year War takes a vital look into the politics, policy, regulation, and science of cancer just as the nation prepares to mark the 50th anniversary of the National Cancer Act of 1971 — widely seen as the start of the “war on cancer.”

Register at https://bit.ly/NewDealForCancer

An unprecedented constellation of experts—leading cancer doctors, policymakers, cutting-edge researchers, national advocates, and more—explore the legacy and the shortcomings from the fifty-year war on cancer and look ahead to the future.

Register to hear from some of the authors who contributed to this necessary entry into the history of this nation’s fight against cancer!